Read Book Digger The Dinosaur (My First I Can Read)

Digger The Dinosaur (My First I Can Read)
This adorable oversized board book will help your little one learn their ABC's while learning the names of some cool dinosaur friends!
We think of dinosaurs as big and ferocious. Yet the name Compsognathus means 'pretty jaw!' Learn about this strange little dinosaur, from its life in the Jurassic
period millions of years ago to the first discovery of its delicate fossil in Germany.
It's Stego's birthday and Digger knows the perfect present to give his best friend—a song! But when Digger mixes up the words, things get super silly. Join Digger
the Dinosaur in all his I Can Read adventures!
Digger the Dinosaur is starring in a play! But will he remember all the lines he has to say? Young children just learning to read will enjoy the warmth and humor of
this My First I Can Read story about a little dinosaur who keeps trying, no matter what. Author Rebecca Kai Dotlich is a poet and picture book author of such titles as
What Is Science? and Lemonade Sun (an American Booksellers "Pick of the Lists"). Her work is featured widely in poetry anthologies and textbooks. My First I Can
Read books are ideal for sharing with emergent readers.
Diggersaurs Explore
Dinosaur Bones
My Terrific Dinosaur Book
Dinosaurs and Diggers ABC
Diggersaurs
Digger the Dinosaur may be huge, but he has the heart of a preschooler. He loves to help but gets mixed up a lot. In Digger the Dinosaur, Digger wants to play baseball with his
friends. But he isn’t allowed to go out until he’s cleaned his room. Digger starts cleaning at top speed, but the faster he moves the messier his room gets. His big tail and big feet aren’t
helping! Will Digger win the race to tidy his room and get to the game on time? Gynux’s full-color illustrations capture Digger’s lovable personality. Digger the Dinosaur is a My First I
Can Read book. That means it’s perfect for shared reading with a child.
Asks the reader what they would look like, do, and eat if they were a dinosaur in Hawaii. On board pages.
This title will help readers discover Spinosaurus dinosaurs that lived in the Cretaceous period around 95 million years ago. Each title is complete with cool realistic illustrations,
photographs of fossils, and a map of where Spinosaurus fossils have been found. Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Abdo Kids Jumbo is an imprint
of Abdo Kids, a division of ABDO.
If you had to name a statue, any statue, odds are good you'd mention the Statue of Liberty. Have you seen her? She's in New York. She's holding a torch. And she's taking one step
forward. But why? In this fascinating, fun take on nonfiction, uniquely American in its frank tone and honest look at the literal foundation of our country, Dave Eggers and Shawn
Harris investigate a seemingly small trait of America's most emblematic statue. What they find is about more than history, more than art. What they find in the Statue of Liberty's right
foot is the powerful message of acceptance that is essential to an entire country's creation. Can you believe that?
Brachiosaurus
My First I Can Read: Digger the Dinosaur, The Cake Mistake, The Play Day, The Wrong Song
Duck, Duck, Dinosaur: Perfect Pumpkin
Carnotaurus
Spinosaurus
Earth was a lot different when dinosaurs were alive. Scientists study important clues that were left behind to learn what kinds of dinosaurs lived where, what they ate, and how fast they
could run. Even though there have been incredible changes on Earth, there are still dinosaur relatives living today!
The Ultimate Dinosaur Book for Kids Welcome to the exciting world of dinosaurs! In this colourful dinosaur book, best-selling non-fiction author Jenny Kellett, has compiled only the very
best dinosaur facts illustrated with detailed color images of some of the biggest and most fascinating creatures to roam our planet. From Tyrannosaurus-Rex and Avaceratops to
Camarasaurus and the Gastonia dinosaur, discover more about your favourite dinosaurs. Test your dinosaur knowledge, or challenge your friends, in the ultimate dinosaur quiz. Dinosaur
Book SampleLearn these unbelievable dinosaur facts and more: Most dinosaurs were herbivores, meaning they only ate plants. The T-Rex is known for it's small arms, but
proportionately, the Canotaurus had smaller arms! The Anchiornis was one of the smallest dinosaurs, which was not much larger than a pigeon. You'll find these dinosaur facts and many
more in this illustrated dinosaur book. With 20+ details dinosaur pictures, even early readers will enjoy The Ultimate Dinosaur Book for Kids- as well as adults! Perfect for teaching
children to read, while letting them learn about the fascinating world of dinosaurs -The Ultimate Dinosaur Book for Kids is ideal for long car journeys and bedtime reading. Scroll up and
click Buy Now and help your child become a dinosaur fact expert in no time!
This title takes you millions of years back in time to meet Carnotaurus, a giant meat-eating dinosaur. Complete with computer generated images, fossil finds, and a fossil map! Aligned to
Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Abdo Kids Jumbo is an imprint of Abdo Kids, a division of ABDO.
Readers will roar with laughter as Digger the Dinosaur mixes up silly phrases in his second fully illustrated I Can Read title. Today is the big dino party! Digger and Dadasaur take a ride
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into town to get a cake, but before long, they get lost. Can Momasaur help Digger before it’s too late? Or will Digger and Dadasaur have to go home cakeless? Beginning readers will learn
common sight words and simple phonics sounds. Digger the Dinosaur and the Cake Mistake is a My First I Can Read book, which means it’s perfect for shared reading with a child.
Digger the Dinosaur
If You Were a Dinosaur in Hawaii
Do You Really Want to Meet Diplodocus?
Amazing Dinosaur Facts, Photos, Quiz and More
Digger Disaster

Winner of the 2019 Theodor Seuss Geisel Award Fun-loving, mischievous Fox wishes he were a tiger. Tigers are big and fast and sneaky. So he
decides to become one! Soon Turtle and Rabbit are joining in the fun. But will Fox want to be a tiger forever? In Fox the Tiger, this winning
trickster character and his animal friends learn that the best thing to be is yourself. Fox the Tiger is a My First I Can Read book, which
means it’s perfect for shared reading with a child. Other Fox books include: Fox Is Late, Fox and the Jumping Contest, and Fox and the Bike
Ride.
Cover -- Copyright -- Table of Contents -- Allosaurus -- Habitat -- Body -- Food -- Fossils -- More Facts -- Glossary -- Index -- Abdo Kids
Code
This title takes you millions of years back in time to meet Mosasaurus, a giant, marine reptile. Complete with computer generated images,
fossil finds, and a fossil map! Aligned to Common Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Abdo Kids Jumbo is an imprint of Abdo
Kids, a division of ABDO.
Feather, Flap, and Spike are on the hunt for the perfect pumpkin to decorate in this sweet story about autumn fun. Spike thinks all the
pumpkins they find are perfect, indeed: for juggling, leaping over, and bowling! But what will they do when Spike accidentally squishes all
the perfect pumpkins that the ducklings find? These silly siblings learn one way a squished pumpkin can still be perfect—for making pumpkin
pie! Duck, Duck, Dinosaur: Perfect Pumpkin is a My First I Can Read book, which means it’s perfect for shared reading with a child.
My First 100 Dinosaur Words
Little Critter: Just Saving My Money
What Is Science?
Digger the Dinosaur and the Wrong Song
From the author of the acclaimed King Jack and the Dragon comes a tale of two of kids' favorite things—diggers and dinos Diggory and his faithful friend Morris the Mole have
found a very mysterious tunnel and are itching to investigate. Down, down they go until they come across a rather stubborn boulder blocking their path. Then the boulder went
GRUNT! Then it snorted and growled! Then it opened one eye, then another and HOWLED! Diggory cried, 'That’s no boulder before us!' 'No!' squeaked the Mole. 'It's a—
DIGGEROSAURUS!'
"Originally published in paperback in the United Kingdom by Puffin Books ... London, in 2018"--Copyright page.
Today is the big dino party, and Digger and Dadasaur take a ride into town to get a cake, but before long, they end up getting lost.
Young dinosaur fans will love this fun and exciting dinosaur pop-up book! They'll learn what these creatures looked like, how they lived, and how to pronounce their names. This
interactive dinosaur book is an incredible learning tool for children between the ages of 3 and 5. Filled with fun and activities for pre-readers, this dino activity book will keep
them engaged for hours, all while helping to develop their language and fine motor skills. My Terrific Dinosaur Book has exciting pop-ups, surprise flaps, tabs to pull, and a
revolving page. This books will bring dinosaurs to life for preschoolers and includes: * An update of the original My Terrific Dinosaur Book (published in 2008) - note that this
new edition does not include a sound button * High-quality, cased book with tough card pages, sturdy flaps, and other novelties * Input from a leading dinosaur and natural
history expert * Realistic models of 18 dinosaurs, including T. rex, Triceratops, Stegosaurus, and Diplodocus, plus amazing pterosaurs and prehistoric water creatures * Helpful
pronunciation guides enable young dinosaur lovers to say the names of their favorite dinosaurs correctly The perfect dino-book for kids This dinosaur activity book for
preschoolers is the perfect tool for fun home learning while encouraging your child through the stages of early childhood development. Pre-readers will love flipping through this
book to discover their favorite dinosaurs! They'll learn about the fascinating prehistoric world while developing their reading skills. Delight young children with this interactive
book! Lift the flaps and find out about the huge, plodding veggiesaurus or pull the tabs to see Triceratops open its mouth and flick its tail. Little readers can also play lift-the-flap
spot the dino, turn a disc to see an awesome pterosaur dive through the air, and watch out for T. rex's huge, pop-up jaws! More terrific titles The My Terrific series is aimed at prereaders just learning about the magic of books, reading, and learning. These books are interactive and allow children to participate in the story. Other books in this series include
My Terrific Tractor Book and My Terrific Spaceship Book.
Cute and Fun Dinosaur and Truck Coloring Book for Kids & Toddlers - Childrens Activity Books - Coloring Books for Boys, Girls, & Kids Ages 2-4 4-8
Compsognathus
From Heights and Weights to Fossils and Funny Features: See How the Dinosaurs Measured Up!
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My First Encylopedia of Animals
You May Just Be a Dinosaur
Little ones will enjoy this sweet and funny story featuring a sneezing dinosaur! It's wonderful springtime, and there are so many flowers, leaves, and
seeds outside. Siblings Feather, Flap, and Spike want to explore on a sunny day. But will Spike’s sneezes make him the odd dino out? ACHOO! Duck, Duck,
Dinosaur: Spring Smiles is a My First I Can Read book, which means it’s perfect for shared reading with a child.
It’s bath time for two little ducklings and one big dinosaur! Spike loves soap, but Feather and Flap don’t want to scrub. What will Spike do to make
getting clean fun for everyone? This short, sweet, and very bubbly story will help show kids how much fun bath time can be. Duck, Duck, Dinosaur: Bubble
Blast is a My First I Can Read book, which means it’s perfect for shared reading with a child.
Digger the Dinosaur has a prehistoric footprint but a preschool heart. These four silly stories have simple text and endearing illustrations for a
fantastic first reading experience. These are My First I Can Read Books, which means they're perfect for shared reading with a child. In Digger the
Dinosaur, Digger needs to clean his room before the baseball game begins. But since he's in a hurry, things might go topsy-turvy! In Digger the Dinosaur
and the Cake Mistake, Digger and his dad are trying to pick up a cake for a party, but they get lost! With Mom on the phone and Digger helping too, can
they make it back in time? In Digger the Dinosaur and the Play Day, Digger and his friends are starring in a school play! When Digger keeps mixing up
his lines, can his buddy Stego help? In Digger the Dinosaur and the Wrong Song, Digger wants to make up a song for Stego's birthday, but finding the
right words isn't easy!
My First Book of Dinosaur Comparisons is the perfect gift for dinosaur-loving kids aged 5 and up. Exciting visual comparisons and fascinating facts help
children measure and compare anything and everything about the dinosaurs. From heights, weights, diets, speed, features, and much more—this book covers
and compares it all!
My First Book of Dinosaur Comparisons
What Is Round?
Digger the Dinosaur I Can Read 4-Book Collection
Diggory Digger and the Dinosaurs
Duck, Duck, Dinosaur: Spring Smiles

Introduces youngsters to the many things that encompass the study of science, such as stars, planets, rocks, and soil, using accessible text and bright illustrations.
With a lively rhyming text and vibrant paper collage illustrations, author-artist Bob Barner shakes the dust off the dinosaur bones found in museums and reminds us that they
once belonged to living, breathing creatures. Filled with fun dinosaur facts (a T. Rex skull can weigh up to 750 pounds!) and an informational "Dinometer," Dinosaur Bones is
sure to make young dinosaur enthusiasts roar with delight.
Unable to play baseball with his friends until his room is cleaned, Digger the dinosaur works at top speed but finds that the faster he moves with his big tail and feet, the messier
his room becomes.
Digger the Dinosaur is starring in a play! But will he remember all the lines he has to say? Young children just learning to read will enjoy the warmth and humor of this My First I
Can Read story about a little dinosaur who keeps trying, no matter what.
Allosaurus
Mosasaurus
Digger the Dinosaur and the Cake Mistake
Her Right Foot
A First Encyclopedia with Supersize Pictures
Meet Tyrone T. rex, Stacey Stegosaurs and the rest of the Dino Diggers – the best builders in Dino Town, who will never let you down! The perfect book for dinosaur and digger fans EVERYWHERE! Today
the Dino Diggers are building a car factory, but disaster strikes when Tyrone T. rex hits a water pipe. OH NO! Time for the Dino Diggers to do what they do best! The first in a new series for fans of dinosaurs
and diggers, with a fantastic free slot-together novelty included in every book. Collect the whole series for hours of dino fun. For fans of Amazing Machines, Dylan's Amazing Dinosaurs and Bob the Builder.
Through a rhyming game and brilliant photographs, children learn what squares, circles and triangles are.
Introduce your little genius to the essential first words related to all things dinosaurs! From the #1 bestselling science author for kids comes a simple and colorful introduction to the first 100 dinosaur words every
baby should know. Each spread in this primer focuses on 8 to 12 words related to dinosaurs—from Microraptor to Spinosaurus, Jurassic to Cretaceous, spines to frill to horns and more! Chris Ferrie's latest
offering is the perfect way to introduce basic concepts to even the youngest dino enthusiast. After all, it's never too early to become a dino buff!
Spinosaurus was a truly unique dinosaur. But it has certainly left behind plenty of questions for scientists to answer! Students will enjoy developing their own conclusions about the life and times of this spiny
lizard.
Fossils and Dinosaurs
Fox the Tiger
The Ultimate Dinosaur Book for Kids
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Dinosaurs, Diggers, And Dump Trucks Coloring Book
Stegosaurus
Describes what is known about the physical characteristics, behavior, habitat, and life cycle of this slow-moving vegetarian dinosaur.
To stand tall, Brachiosaurus puts its shoulders back and holds its long neck up high. The result is an elevated posture that imitates a towering tree or a four-story building. In this children’s
book, meet a dinosaur that knows how to strike a pose!
Is your toothbrush too small, and do you look for leaves for breakfast instead of cereal? You may just be a dinosaur! Find out in this rhyming picture book for young readers. Educational facts
about the stegosaurus, tyrannosaurus rex, and other dinosaurs are included.
A fantastic first introduction in a large show-and-tell format, with beautiful illustrations and simple captions.
Duck, Duck, Dinosaur: Bubble Blast
Digger the Dinosaur and the Play Day

"A young child adventures back in time to 150 million years ago to meet a Diplodocus, learning what sounds this dinosaur made, its size, and what it ate.
This illustrated narrative nonfiction title includes a map of fossil findings, glossary, and further resources"-Big and tough! Strong and helpful! Meet the Diggersaurs... all twelve of them!
Digger the DinosaurHarper Collins
When Little Critter® wants a new skateboard, Dad tells him that he needs to save his own money to buy it! From feeding the dog to selling lemonade,
Little Critter learns the value of a dollar.
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